Pantou

www.pantou.org
Join Pantou

Present your service quickly and easily

Let customers and other service providers find you and learn about your accessible offer or product:

- For businesses, large or small, and self-employed persons
- For public and private organisations and NGOs
- Wherever you are in Europe

Pantou is the new European Directory of Accessible Tourism Suppliers

- For suppliers offering accessible tourism services in EU Member States
- Helping your business reach the growing accessible tourism market
- Covers all kinds and levels of accessible services

Scan me

Supported by the European Commission

For more information business-support@pantou.org

www.pantou.org

Register now!
It only takes 5 minutes

Pantou will give your accessible tourism service greater reach and visibility

- Making contact with customers
- Social Media promotion and advertising
- Publicity at tourism fairs and trade events
- Link to the European Union Accessible Tourism initiative
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Supported by the European Commission